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Daily Mail announcing the sinking.

Scharnhorst spelled
doom for the Rawalpindi
— or any other armed
merchant cruiser.

Not only did the Rawalpindi
have the misfortune to

encounter Scharnhorst but
also Gneisenau.

Built in 1925 by Harland & Wolff Ltd., the Rawalpindi was
initially operated by Peninsular and Oriental Steam

Navigation Company (P&O) and could carry 307 First class
and 288 Second Class. Named after the city of Rawalpindi, a

British garrison town in what is now Pakistan, she was
employed on the London to Bombay service.

Hidebound with the tradition
of past glories, old concepts
died hard as England’s Royal

Navy awakened to World War II.
Clinging to turn-of-the-century
theories bolstered by World War I’s
inconclusive Battle of Jutland, the
Admiralty approached World War II
with a stagnated mind-set still
largely centered on the supremacy
of the battleship. Much to its
chagrin, as the conflict in the
Atlantic quickly spawned into the greatest sea war
in history, the Admiralty discovered that in heavy

naval war fought in classic fleet confrontations, Hitler
embarked upon hit-and-run sea strikes against
merchant shipping that were calculated to cripple the
flow of supplies to England. These cunning forays served
a dual purpose for they also caused an ocean-wide
dispersion of British warships. The Atlantic alone
encompassed more than 33 million square miles of open
ocean; the Indian Ocean almost as formidable with its
28 million square mile expanse. An area this awesome
was difficult to defend considering the Royal Navy’s
inability to anticipate where the elusive German raiders
would strike next.

Protecting a worldwide network of sea lanes was only
a portion of the Royal Navy’s responsibilities. Equally
important was its commitment to defend strategic

Commonwealth areas stretching
halfway around the world.
However, keeping the sea lanes
open, though of paramount
necessity, was easier said than
done. All but impossible to fulfill
every need, the Royal Navy had
few warships to spare for ocean
escort duty, and openly debated
the merit of large, unwieldy
convoys. As monthly merchant
ship losses quickly rose to
staggering proportions it seemed
as if the Royal Navy would have
to reconsider applying the hard-

learned lessons of WWI.
While the land war came to a

virtual standstill after Hitler’s
conquest of Poland, the presence of
Germany’s elusive new warships on
the high seas became a matter of
highest concern to the Royal Navy.
To counter this threat nine separate
forces comprised of more than 40
major warships — battleships,
carriers, and cruisers — was
organized to scour the Atlantic. This
massive effort left few warships
available for the protection of
England’s home isles and fewer still
for convoy duty. Large-scale building

price it would pay for its
unfortunate myopia.

World War I had shown that the
battleship was all but useless as a
U-Boat or sea raider hunter; exactly
the type vessel taking heavy tolls of
English merchant ships almost from
the very first day of WWII. Adolf
Hitler wasted no time in unleashing
his small but powerful armada of
pocket battleships, merchant sea
raiders, and submarines well
knowing that while England
boasted the world’s mightiest fleet,
even the Royal Navy was incapable
of being everywhere at once. Aware
his navy lacked the ability to win a

Another artist interpretation of the
Rawalpindi sinking.

Dramatic painting of the
Rawalpindi on fire after the 13-min
bombardment. As a point of
interest, it seems that the ship was
still in its civilian colors rather than
the overall gray depicted in
paintings. 

Seeking to bolster its far-flung Fleet at the outbreak of WWII, the Royal Navy
modified 52 ocean liners into armed merchant cruisers. Warned such a plan was
certain to end in disaster, the Royal Navy nevertheless sent them “in harm’s way”
only to see 15 of these suicide ships sunk in rapid order!       BY OWEN GAULT


